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Question: 1

A customer has several branch offices with Dell EMC Data Domain integrated with Avamar deployed at
all locations. The branch offices have minimal IT staff. The customer wants to keep a copy of the backups
at their central data center which serves as their headquarters with a maximum IT staff. In addition, the
customer wants to keep a copy in their public cloud account.
Which recommended solution meets the customer’s requirements?

A. Branch offices: Avamar/Data Domain replication to the central data center and Avamar tiering to the
public cloudCentral data center: Avamar/Data Domain replication destination
B. Branch offices: Data Domain MTree replication to the central data centerCentral data center: Data
Domain with Cloud Tier and Data Domain tiering to the public cloud
C. Branch offices: Avamar/Data Domain replication to the central data centerCentral data center:
Avamar/Data Domain with Cloud Tier and Avamar tiering to the public cloud
D. Branch offices: Data Domain MTree replication to the central data center and Data Domain tiering to
the public cloudCentral data center: Data Domain MTree replication destination

Answer: C

Question: 2

A Dell EMC NetWorker customer is considering using CloudBoost with their cloud object storage. Based
on best practice, how many CloudBoost appliances are required for each CloudBoost device media pool?

A. 1
B. 3
C. 5
D. 6

Answer: A

Question: 3

What is the approximate deduplication rate for a Dell EMC Avamar server across all clients?

A. 60% for file system data and 30% for database data
B. 70% for file system data and 35% for database data
C. 80% for file system data and 20% for database data
D. 90% for file system data and 10% for database data
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Answer: C

Question: 4

In the Dell EMC Data Protection Suite for Applications, what is a key benefit of Storage Direct Backup?

A. 10x faster recovery
B. 10x faster backup
C. Backup does not require a Data Domain
D. Support for a wide range of third-party storage arrays

Answer: A

Question: 5

Why does the Write Splitter need to be installed on ESXi servers containing Dell EMC RecoverPoint for
VMs vRPAs and Production VMs?

A. All ESXi servers, managed by the vCenter Server with the RecoverPoint for VMs Plug-in, contain the
Write Splitter
B. Writes to the Production VMs must be copied and sent to the assigned vRPA
C. vRPAs use the Write Splitter to communicate with the vCenter Server Plug-in
D. Writes to the Production VMs must be copied and sent to the Production Journal

Answer: A
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